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Many thanks for your interest in our products 



Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch Company  

specialized in marine valves & pipe works, is a stockist 

and manufacturer of marine valves and fittings. Heavy 

duty pattern meeting the demanding conditions for the 

marine environment. The company supplies their  

products world-wide to the shipbuilding industry.  

 

Inval produce reflex glass level gauges suitable for cargo 

ship's tanks containing fuel oils and special marine valves 

such as an innovative and to the latest state of the art  

designed compact quick closing valve. 

 

Also Inval have developed seawater resistant aluminium  

basket strainers, globe valves and storm valves especially 

for the growing market of high speed aluminium vessels. 

 

We can supply aluminium flanges, pipe collars, isolating 

inserts, packing, pipe spools, couplings and valves. We are 

your one-stop-shopping address for all your valves and 

fittings. 

 

 

Due to in house production we offer you the best price 

and a short delivery time. We thank you in advance for 

your interest and looking forward to receive your  

enquiries. 
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Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch Company  

specialized in marine valves & pipe works, is designing 

and producing valves for the shipbuilding industry. 

 

Inval produce reflex glass level gauges suitable  

for cargo ship's tanks containing fuel oils. These reflex  

glass level gauges are robust and have been developed to 

comply with the requirements of SOLAS 1981  

amendments Chapter II-2, Regulation 15.  

 

Bronze push-button operated self-closing drain valves  

for fuel oil are also made by Inval. 

 

Our innovative and to the latest state of the art designed 

compact quick closing valve is maintenance free, robust 

and reliable. The valve is suitable for fuel oil and is  

constructed in accordance with the requirements of the  

major Marine Classification Authorities. The valve has 

an unique feature of 360° free rotation of the  

bonnet under full pressure to obtain the best  

position of the actuator for a convenient fitting of 

the release cable or control pipeline. The total 

closed bonnet is protecting the moving parts 

against mechanical damages and dirt. The new 

developed impulse pump can activate up to  

six Inval quick closing valves simultaneous.  

 

The application of seawater resistant aluminium  

basket strainers, storm valves, piping, collars,  

coated flanges and isolating inserts becomes more  

and more important in the world of high speed vessel 

shipbuilding. 
 

Due to in house production we offer you the best price 

and a short delivery time. We thank you in advance for 

your interest and looking forward to receive your  

enquiries. 
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Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch Company specialized  

in marine valves & pipe works, have designed reflex glass level  

gauges suitable for cargo ship's tanks containing fuel oils.  

 

These reflex glass level gauges are robust and have been  

developed to comply with the requirements of SOLAS 1981  

amendments Chapter II-2, Regulation 15. The design is a  

combination of technical know-how and state of the art  

production methods. Quality is the number one in the  

philosophy of Inval Industrial Valves Holland B.V. The all  

stainless steel level gauge is aesthetically pleasing and the  

choice of the used materials guarantees a long lifetime. 

 

The stainless steel sections with their unique design are  

the heart of the level gauge and give the column a rigid  

construction. The glasses are housed in these robust stainless  

steel column. The level gauges are always fitted with a  

self-closing isolating valve and a vent plug at the top. The  

self-closing valves can be operated by either push button,  

deadweight loaded or a hydraulic actuator. The steel  

self-closing isolating valves are flanged to DIN 2576  

PN10 DN25, other standards upon request. 

 

The modular concept offers as a standard three executions in  

258 standard lengths up to 6000 mm. The gauges are designed  

for a working pressure of 4 bar and each level gauge is tested  

on 5,5 bar. 
 

Principal Inspection Authorities such as Germanischer Lloyd,  

Det Norske Veritas, Bureau Veritas, Lloyd’s Register of  

Shipping, Registro Italiano Navale en Nederlandse Scheepvaart  

Inspectie have reviewed and accepted these level gauges.  
 

Due to in house production we offer you the best price and a  

short delivery time. Please ask for a free copy of our catalogue.  

We thank you in advance for your interest and looking forward  

to receive your enquiries. 
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Push-button 

operated valve 

Deadweight 

loaded valve 

Hydraulic 

operated valve 
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Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch Company  

specialized in marine valves & pipe works, have  

designed a new type of quick closing valve. 
 

This innovative and to the latest state of the art designed quick  

closing valve is constructed in accordance with the requirements  

of the major Marine Classification Authorities. The compact  

valve is maintenance free, robust and reliable. 
 

The valve, suitable for fuel oil, has a total closed  

steel bonnet. The bonnet is protecting the moving  

parts against mechanical damages and dirt.  

Another unique feature of the design is the  

possibility of a free rotation of the bonnet,  

even under full pressure, to obtain the best  

position of the actuator for a convenient fitting  

of the release cable or hydraulic pipeline. 
 

The actuator has an extra long stainless steel  

shaft to keep the forces on the bearings as low as  

possible to guarantee a long lasting lifetime.  

The hydraulic operated actuator as well as the  

wire operated actuator have both a local manual  

device for emergency operation. 
  

The nodular cast iron GGG 40.3 valve is the basic.  

The valve has a bronze Rg5 trim, Viton O-ring spindle  

sealing, St.52.0 steel bonnet, navel brass moving parts and  

actuator. A mechanical position indicator is optional available. The indicator is direct linked  

to the disc and shows the real open / closed position.   
 

The flanges are faced and drilled in accordance to DIN PN10/16. Valves with a steel or  

bronze body are available upon request. 
 

Remote actuation of our quick closing valve can be done by means of our single unit  

impulse pump. The pump can activate up to six valves simultaneous.  
 

Due to in house production we offer you a short delivery time and the best price. 



Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch Company 

specialized in Marie valves and pipe works, have  

designed a range of mechanical remote valve operators, 

deck stands, reach rods, through bearings and spindle 

extensions. 

 

The innovative and to the latest state of art designed  

watertight passage of the reach rod through the deck  

is executed with  double Viton O-ring sealing and if  

required an additional safety stuffing box.  

 

The products are maintenance free, robust and reliable. 

  

Stainless steel spindles, bronze bearings and position 

indicators, Viton O-rings and cast iron or stainless steel 

handwheels are standard.  

 

 

Due to in house production we offer you a short delivery 

time and the best price. 
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Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch  

Company specialized in marine valves & pipe  

works, have designed magnetically operated liquid 

level gauges suitable for cargo ship's tanks  

containing fuel oils.  

 

These level gauges are robust and have been  

developed to comply with the requirements of the  

Principal Inspection Authorities, they have  

reviewed and accepted these level gauges.  
The gauges are available in every  requested  

lengths, the working pressure is 10 bar. at 150 °C,  

test pressure on the body is 15 bar.  

  

The body is made of stainless steel AISI 304 with  

stainless steel collars and DIN PN10 St.37 loose  

flanges. The aluminium indicating scale with  

bi-coloured aluminium flaps has the possibility to 

fit bi-stable or mono-stable limit switches for  

high / low alarm or controlling pumps even 

after installing of the gauge. The gauge can also  

be executed with a magnetically operated sensor  

suitable for lateral installation close to the  

indicating scale allowing remote monitoring  

the liquid level independent of the distance. 

 

The design is a combination of technical  

know-how and state of the art production  

methods. Quality is the number one in the philosophy of Inval Industrial Valves Holland B.V.  

The level gauge is  aesthetically pleasing and the choice of the used materials guarantees a  

long lifetime. Due to in house production we offer you the best price and a short delivery time.  

 

We thank you in advance for your interest and looking forward to receive your enquiries. 
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Inval Industrial Valves Holland, the Dutch Company specialized in marine  

valves & pipe works, is designing and producing valves for the shipbuilding industry. 
 

Today the application of seawater resistant aluminium basket strainers, storm valves, piping, 

collars, coated flanges and isolating inserts becomes more and more important in the world of 

high speed vessel shipbuilding. 
 

Inval can supply you with aluminium and isolating bushes. The ‘Lite’ flanges are 30% lighter 

than the traditional steel flanges and are compatible with the DIN 2642 PN10 standard. 
 

Flanges are available in standard blank executions for normal atmosphere conditions and in 

case of an application in very high humid places, the surface can be coated with  

epoxy-polyester with a thickness of 60 - 80 microns. The standard colour is grey RAL 7031. 
 

Technical information 

Aluminium alloy GAlSi12CuFe / Tensile strength 180 - 215 N/mm2  

Yield point 100 - 130 N/mm2 / Elasticity 2 - 5 %.  
 

Other OD diameters available (C) 
 

We offer you the best price and a short delivery time. We thank you in advance for your  

interest and looking forward to receive your enquiries. 
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DN DE ø C ø D b Kg. 

 25 28-30 34 115 16 0,220 

 32 35-38 40 140 18 0,360 

 40 43-44,5 48 150 18 0,410 

 50 53-56 58 165 18 0,480 

 65     69 73 185 20 0,670 

 80 84-86 90 200 20 0,740 

100 104-106 110 220 20 0,840 

125 129-131 135 250 22 1,080 

150 154-156 160 285 22 1,400 

200 204-206 212 340 24 2,000 

DN DE ø C ø D b Kg. 

25/33,7 33,7 34 115 16 0,210 

32/42,4 42,4 46 140 18 0,350 

40/48,3 48,3 54 150 18 0,400 

50/60,3 60,3 65 165 18 0,460 

65/76,1 76,1 81 185 20 0,630 

80/88,9 88,9 94 200 20 0,720 

100/114,3 114,3 119 220 20 0,770 

125/139,7 139,7 144 250 22 1,000 

150/168,3 168,3 173 285 22 1,250 

200/219,1 219,1 225 340 24 1,800 

Fig.IN 1187E 
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